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This is solo piano for Christmas. A couple of well known carols, performed through my own unique

perspective along with three of my seasonal originals. 5 MP3 Songs POP: Piano, CLASSICAL:

Contemporary Details: What others have said about Gary's music... "This is a new, cohesive,

one-of-a-kind sound, an intelligent fusion of acoustic and electronic pianos, profoundly arranged." -

Chiwah, The Light Connection "New age jazzbo Bryant knows how to tackle the form and not add cliches

when it would be so easy to do so. A tasty work that incorporates his varied piano interests, this sixth

album of his has plenty on the ball... this is one of the leading lights for the form and the area." - Chris

Spector, Midwest Record Recap "This high-energy collection is jazz influenced with a hint of classical

elegance and a touch of New Age. Bryant fuses jazz, New Orleans boogie woogie and romantic classical

ballads into a new sound that is unique." - Accent Gary Paul Bryant is one helluva pianist. Seriously. He

has jazz chops up one side and down the other. -Brett McCallon, Splendid "This CD is quite wonderful

and we will conitnue to give it good airplay."' KENW / KMTH "Gary plays a great set of keys throughout

the album stopping along the ways at classical, New Age, and jazz for a sound that he can call his own." -

J-Sin Smother.net "... Its a superb album - a real keeper! You have a winner here." - KRCB, Sebastopol,

CA "I love piano music, my favorite kind and I like Gary's CD a lot." - KRSC, Tulsa OK "Bryant does a

good job of writing uplifting music that blends his piano playing with the score he has written." - Steve

Ambrose,- Sea of Tranquility "Debuted last week and anticipate heavy play. I like the CD very much. " -

KTEP, El Paso Texas "A refreshing CD" - KUFR/KGPR, Great Falls, Montana "Gary Paul Bryant's

instrumental album, Imaginary Piano, shimmers with the grace and intelligence of a brilliant musician and

composer." - IndieMusic Review "#10 on this station's CMJ Jazz Report" - WBZC, Pemberton, New

Jersey "...excellent piano work!" - Patrick MacDonald, - Seattle Times "...great, very uplifting music!" - Jill
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Palmer, solo pianist "...very nicely executed!" - WESS, Stroudsburg PA
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